New classrooms in days
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 Exceeds DoE recommendations
for classroom space and BB103
guidelines for Basic Teaching

 Full project management

Alastair Graham, Headmaster,
Hall Grove School, Surrey

 Installed between terms
– or even at half term

”

“A recent OFSTED report praised
the effect the log classrooms
have on pupils’ concentration
and attitude to learning.”

By

Need more teaching space?
The almost instant solution

Environmentally sound

We have an almost instant solution: our light,
airy Inovar classrooms. We can usually install
them in just 7-10 days. So you can have new
accommodation for the start of term, or even
after half term.

We source our logs exclusively from
sustainable forestry, and select all materials
with regard to their environmental credentials.

We manufacture our classrooms as substantial
modules in our own factory, all roofed,
plumbed, wired and ready for your equipment.
Then we simply join the modules on your site,
with minimal disruption. Our classrooms don’t
need extensive, time-consuming and expensive
groundworks, just a simple hardstanding.

A high level of insulation keeps energy costs
low. And the immense strength of our rigid log
construction technology means your classroom
will have an indeﬁnite lifespan with only
minimal maintenance – and no redecorating.

Full project management

All our Inovar classrooms come with a ten-year
warranty, which you can extend up to 25 years
by subscribing to our optional inspection plan.

We manage the whole process for you:
architecture, engineering, Planning, Building
Control and installation.

Flexible learning spaces
Our classrooms offer complete ﬂexibility, and
are suitable for virtually any teaching purpose,
including laboratories, for pupils of any age.

www.inovarcontemporarybuildings.co.uk

Low running costs

Up to 25 years’ warranty

Challenging site?
If access is difﬁcult, we can still deliver our
classrooms in non-modular form. Installation
takes a little longer then, of course.

Case study
Oversubscribed Kington St Michael CE Primary School, near
Chippenham, has grown by more than 50% over the last few years,
and has an OFSTED Outstanding rating. Headteacher Tracy Cornelius
needed extra space urgently.
She chose one of our Inovar buildings, with a fully ﬁtted 54m2 classroom,
lobby and two toilets. We installed her new classroom in just seven days,
with minimal disruption to the site, staff and pupils.

“The children love
it. It has a fantastic
atmosphere, and is a
really nice learning
environment. We wanted
a building in keeping with
the school and our rural
surroundings. We also
wanted it to be smart,
not like an old-fashioned
mobile classroom, and to
be a permanent ﬁxture
that would last.”
Tracy Cornelius, Headteacher,
Kington St Michael CE Primary
School, Wiltshire

Talk to an expert: 0118 909 8009

Traditional design, too
Our Inovar classrooms have contemporary styling. If you’d prefer something
more traditionally Scandinavian, we also offer Norwegian Log models from
one of Norway’s leading manufacturers.

www.norwegianlog.co.uk

Case study
Hall Grove School in Surrey needed extra space to cope with a large
inﬂux of pupils. Temporary buildings seemed the obvious solution, but
Headmaster Alastair Graham was concerned about their visual impact
in the school’s rural setting.
The quality of construction of our Norwegian Log classrooms impressed
Mr Graham, and he went on to install two Norwegian Log buildings, each
with two classrooms. They have proven so successful, with low heating and
maintenance bills, that the school now has ﬁve Norwegian Log buildings
with a total of nine classrooms.

“My staff and I think
the log buildings have a
calming effect on students’
behaviour. The boys and
girls will tell you that they
love being taught in them”
Alastair Graham, Headmaster,
Hall Grove School, Surrey

What to do next
For an informal chat about your space requirements,
your site and when you would like your new building
call us on:
Ofﬁce and showroom (by appointment)
Norwegian Log Buildings Ltd
230 London Road
Reading
RG6 1AH
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0118 909 8009





sales@inovar.uk.com
www.inovarcontemporarybuildings.co.uk
@InovarCB
/InovarContemporaryBuildings

